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the index fingers of both hands, as the 
average stfan has Little time to take up 
typing.

When the mail s come in on Saturday morn
ing, he usually pushes everybody out of 
the way, and makes a mad dash for the mail
man. He usually succeeds in making the 
mailman a nervous wreck. When no mail is 
forthcoming he usually mopes around all 
day in a purple gloom, thinking that all of 
his fan-friends have forgotten him. On 
school day, this boy usually spends most 
of his last period thinking of which mail 
he is expecting, -hen gets home he’s not 
happy until he has seen all the mail.

These fans are the type that support the 
post office.
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P/iH PILES DOH CAJTTIH

Due to circumstances that could have been avoided, hut weren’t, I was 
born. (1 figure that this would be as good a place as any to start 
ny autobiography.) I was born at the age of twelve in a log cabin 
which I built myself. Today I am 16 years old, have 69 inches of white 
skin and stand in my stocking feet. • My name is Donald Csntihi, and 
letter addressed to 214 Bremer Street will eventually reach me, pro
vided a stamp is aff ixed in the? upper right hand corner of the envel
ope. I collect gogo comix, dirty limericks, photographs taken by 
Daan Grennell, and money. 'By the time this sees prinfe I will nave been 
a fan for 2 years. Y/lll attend the philcon, in case anyone is inter
ested . Am a junior in high school, but what good XS t ha 1 ? Will be in

the Air ’arce next y-ar, and anyone 
saying it’s for the birds will be 
absolutely right, -.iter leaving 
home at 7:30 in the morning, I at
tend school for five hours, then go 
to work for four more...get home and 
attend to natural functions and fan 
nish activities, then I hit the hunk 
at about 11:00 after watching the 
video. I find time to put out a 
a few issues of MICRO- and do other 
things on the side. My romantic 
life remains a secret...suffice it 

.to say that a woman’s honor is at 
stake... Uy favorite fanzine is not 
defunct, so I haven’t any"favorites 
at the moment. But' I do think that 
this zine offers the best bargain. 
I have about a dozen columns running 
consecutively and it's no fun, be
lieve me. Have brown hajr, brown 
eyes, am not fat.,.am not skinny. 
Random is a lotta fun, but one (mec 
ing me) shouldn’t attempt to under A . 
more than one can accomplish. That 
is why my zine is now irregular. If 
I had my life to live-QV^? I*d. live 
in a book store. I don? t drink I

mys eIf 
No^e,

don’t smoke I don’t swe^r and I’m a 
helluva liar, I suppose that I could 
give you a few more faqts about

, but my teachers told me not to tell anyone my 1^ |s 
I w on ’ t say.

Hello officer -Sorrellii


